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Activity1: Put in the right tense or 
form. 
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Clerk:

Shopper: 
Clerk:
Shopper:
Clerk: 

Shopper:
Clerk: 

Shopper:
Clerk: 
Shopper:
Clerk:
Shopper: 
Clerk:
Shopper:

Welcome to Kenny’s Shoes. We (have) ------------------ a 
sale on dress shoes. 
That’s great. I need some dress shoes.  What do you 
have on sale?
Well, we have Slim Jims and Cool Walkers.
What do you recommend? 
Well, Slim Jimms are more fashionable and (high) ------
------------ quality.  Whereas, Cool Walkers are not as 
expensive and they’re (comfortable)------------------.
What’s the difference in price? 
With tax, the Silver Jims come to £47.00 and the Cool 
Walkers come to £39.00.
So that’s about an (£8) ----------------- -difference 
That’s right.  
I’ll take the Cool Walkers.

How would you like (pay)------------------?
I (put) ------------------ it on my credit card.
Alright, here’s your receipt. Have a nice day. 
Thanks.

are having

higher
more comfortable

eight-pound

to pay
‘ll put
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Activity2: Some words in this report are 
difficult to read. Ask questions to get the 
missing information. Number one is an 
example.
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•John Carter left home at (1) mvoonoi yesterday 
morning. He was wearing a (2) rmmom and a 
mumm .He wasn't alone, (3) iuuouum was with 
him. First he went into a shop and bought a 
camera. It cost (4) maooom .Then he went into a 
clothes shop and came out carrying a long, 
wrapped package. The person with him was 
laughing, probably because (5) moomm. They 
walked to the station and caught the fast train 
which was going to (6) muoovm .We know that 
journey usually takes (7) tanomm but yesterday 
it was much slower.



1/What time did he leave home yesterday 
morning?

•2/What was he wearing?

•3/who was with him?

•4/How much did it cost?

•5/Why was the person with him laughing 

•(about)?

•6/Where was (the fast train they caught)

•going to?

•7/How long did that journey usually take?
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Activity2: Complete the following 
dialogue with 10 words from the box 
below. 

•these / much/ garments / more/ in/ cash /booked 
/before /reservation/ because /fare/ on / Certainly/ 
luxury
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on

fare

Certainly these

reservation
because

booked

before
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more

cash

garments



Listening comprehension: (8 marks)

•and fill in the registration 1dialogue Listen to 
form below.
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Venice Hotel 
(Registration form)

Full name:

Accommodation required:

Length of stay:

Facilities included: 

Total price:

Carlos White

Single room

Two or three days

Service +bathroom + colour TV.

£ 50 (fifty -pounds) or 

£ 75 (seventy –pounds)



and label the 2dialogue Listen to 
pictures below.
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1/ a porter 

2/ a lift

3/ (Room )keys

4/ luggage (suitcases)



and :                                    3 dialogue Listen to 
A/ Fill in the table with the necessary 
information. 
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Item needed Size Colour Material Price

A 

(grey)

coat

40 (forty)
beige pure wool £75

(seventy-five 

pounds)
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B/ Pick out statements expressing. 

An Apology:

A suggestion: 

I’m afraid.I can’t help you at the 

moment.

How about this beige one ?




